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We study the problem of bounding the exponent needed to annihilate
0Ž w q x.H RrI , where R is a characteristic p ring. The main result is for the casem
where R is a finitely generated graded algebra over a field, and it has applications
in tight closure theory. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem studied in this note is closely related to the theory of tight
closure; in the following we review the basic definitions. We refer the
w xinterested reader to the paper of Hochster and Huneke 3 for more
details. R will denote a Noetherian ring of characteristic p ) 0, and q will
Ž .be a power of p; dim R means Krull dimension of R. If I is an ideal of
R, then I w q x denotes the ideal generated by the qth powers of the elements
of I.
DEFINITION. If R and I are as above, an element x g R is said to be in
Ž U .the tight closure of I x g I if there is an element c g R, not in any
minimal prime of R, such that cx q g I w q x for all q c 0.
We say that the ideal I is tightly closed if IU s I.
The ring R is called weakly F-regular if every ideal is tightly closed. R is
called F-regular if every localization of R is weakly F-regular.
DEFINITION. The Peskine]Szpiro functor F: R-mod “ R-mod is ob-
tained by change of basis via R “ S, where S is the R-algebra equal to R
as a ring, and with the action of R given by r ) s s r ps for every r g R,
Ž Ž . . es g S F M s S m M . F is the eth iteration of F.R
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Am nŽ .Note that if M s coker R “ R is a presentation of M as an R-mod-
eŽ . eŽ .ule, then a presentation of F M is given by the matrix F A , in which
Ž e.each entry of A is raised to the qth power q s p .
eŽ . w q xFor example, for every ideal I, F RrI s RrI .
The purpose of this note is to prove a special case of the following:
Ž .Conjecture 1. If R, m is a local Noetherian ring of characteristic
p ) 0 and Krull dimension d and I is an ideal primary to a prime P with
Ž . 0Ž w q x.ht P s d y 1, then there exists a constant b ) 0 such that H RrI ism
killed by mb q for every q s pe.
The conjecture is proved when R is a graded k-algebra, m is the
maximal homogeneous ideal, and I is a homogeneous ideal. This result is
w q x eŽ .also generalized in the sense of replacing RrI by F M , where M is a
Ž .finitely generated graded R-module with Krull dimension dim M s 1.
THEOREM 1. Let k be a field of characteristic p ) 0, and let q denote a
power of p. Let R be a finitely generated, positi¤ely graded algebra o¤er k, of
Krull dimension d s n q 1, and let I be a homogeneous ideal of height n.
e 0Ž w q x.Then there is a constant b such that for all q s p , H RrI is killed bym
mb q, where m is the homogeneous maximal ideal.
Ž .More generally, if M is a finitely generated graded R-module with dim M
e 0Ž eŽ ..s 1, then there is a constant b such that for all q s p , H F M is killedm
by mb q.
Ž .This result in the ideal case has also been recently obtained by Huneke
w xin 5 , using very different methods.
The question of bounding the exponent needed to kill the local coho-
w xmology was raised by Hochster and Huneke in 3 . Their motivation comes
from studying the localization problem: does tight closure commute with
localization? In particular, is it true that any weakly F-regular ring is
F-regular?
This last question has been answered affirmatively by Smith and Lyubez-
w xnik in 6 , when R is a positively graded algebra over a field. Other results
w xrelated to the localization problem can be found in 1 .
An affirmative answer to the bounding of local cohomology would imply
Ž w x.that weak F-regularity localizes see 3, last part of chapter 4 .
We will frequently use the following:
Ž .OBSERVATION 1. Given R, m , M, as in the theorem, we can choose a
Ž .system of parameters x , x , . . . , x , z for R, with x , . . . , x g Ann M .1 2 n 1 n
h Ž . Žnq1.hq Ž qThere is an h such that m ; x , . . . , x , z ; therefore m ; x ,1 n 1
q q. eŽ . q q. . . , x , z . Since F M is killed by x , . . . , x , we haven 1 n
H 0 F e M s D Ann e z N ,Ž . Ž .Ž .m N F ŽM .
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and if c is such that for every q s pe,
D Ann E z N s Ann E z cq ,Ž . Ž .N F ŽM . F ŽM .
Ž .then the conclusion of the conjecture is satisfied, with b s ch n q 1 .
‘ Ž N .Notation. If I, J are ideals, let I : J [ D I : J . With this notation,N
R I w q x : m‘
0H s ,m w q x w q xž /I I
Ž . Ž .and the previous observation shows that if ht I s dim R y 1 and z is
not in any minimal prime of I, then
R I w q x : z‘
0H s .m w q x w q xž /I I
For the non-graded case, the conjecture can be settled when R is
two-dimensional normal:
PROPOSITION 1. If R is normal Noetherian ring of dimension two and
characteristic p ) 0, I is an ideal, and m is a maximal idea containing I, then
e 0Ž w q x. b qthere is a constant b such that ;q s p , H RrI is killed by m .m
Proof. We may replace R by R , I by IR , and therefore assume thatm m
Ž .R, m is local. If I s 0 or I is m-primary, the statement is clearly true.
Assume that I has height 1, and let p , . . . , p be the minimal primes of I.1 n
For each i, R is a DVR; hence IR is a principal ideal; choose u g Ip p ii i
Ž . w q x Ž q.such that IR s u R . Then I R s u R . For each i, choose z inp i p p i p ii i i i
Ž .all q g Min Rru except p .i i
Ž . ‘Since R is Noetherian, for each i we can find c such that u : z si i i
Ž . ci Ž q. ‘ Ž q. qciu : z ; this implies u : z s u : z for all q. This follows becausei i i i i i
Ž q. Ž n. Ž nq1.Rr u has a filtration with factors u r u , n s 0, 1, . . . , q y 1, and
Ž n. Ž nq1. Ž .u r u ( Rr u .
We have
I w q x : m‘ s f g R ‹ ’z not in any minimal prime of I such that fz g I w q x 4
s I w q xR l ??? l I w q xR l R .p p1 n
w q x Ž q. Ž q. ‘ Ž .But I R s u R l R s u : z since p q z is m-primary. Itp i p i i i ii i
Ž w q x ‘. Ž q. qcifollows that for all f g I : m and for all i, we have f g u : z ;i i
Ž q q. Ž qc1 qcn. w q x Ž Ž c1 cn..w q xhence f g u , . . . , u : z , . . . , z ; I : I q z , . . . , z ;1 n 1 n 1 n
w q x cq Ž c1 cn.I : m for some c, since I q z , . . . , z is m-primary.1 n
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We need the following preliminary results:
LEMMA 1. Let F, G be finitely generated free Z graded modules o¤er
w x w xk Z , where the grading on k Z is obtained by assigning some positi¤e degree
 4to the ¤ariable Z, and let A: F “ G be a linear map. Let f , f , . . . , f and1 2 n
 4g , g , . . . , g be homogeneous bases for F, respecti¤ely G.1 2 m
Ž .Assume that A f is homogeneous for all i.i
Then there is a choice of bases for F and G such that A is gi¤en by a
diagonal matrix, and the diagonal entries are homogeneous of degree at most
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. ŽN [ max deg Af y min deg g . Therefore they are monomials in whichi j
.the exponent on Z is bounded by Nrdeg Z.
Proof. By defining a new grading on F, we can assume without loss of
generality that A preserves degrees of homogeneous elements; therefore
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..N s max deg f y min deg g . For each i, we can writei j
A f s a Z bi j g ,Ž . Ýi i j j
j
where a g k, and the b ’s are nonnegative integers. After renumberingi j i j
the f ’s and g ’s, we may assume that a / 0, and b is minimal among all11 11
b with a / 0. Say thati j i j
A f s a Z b11 g q ??? ,Ž . Ž .1 11 1
 4with a g k_ 0 , and for every i ) 011
A f s a Z bi1 g q ??? .Ž . Ž .i i1 1
After the change of basis
a i1X b ybi1 11f s f y Z f ,i i 1a11
Ž X. XA f will not contain g , and f is also homogeneous of the same degreei 1 i
as f . Indeed, we havei
deg f s deg A f s deg Z b q deg g ,Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i1 1
deg f s deg A f s deg Z b q deg g , «Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 11 1
deg f s deg f q deg Z b y b .Ž . Ž .i 1 i1 11
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Also define
A f y a Z b11 gŽ .1 11 1Xg s g q .1 1 b11a Z11
X  Xg is equal to g q a linear combination of g , . . . , g ; therefore g , g ,1 1 2 m 1 2
4 X. . . , g is again a basis for G, and g is homogeneous of the same degreem 1
Ž . b11as g . Indeed, we have A f y a Z g s homogeneous of degree1 1 11 1
Ž . Ž Ž . b11 . b11deg Z b q deg g « A f y a Z g ra Z is homogeneous of11 1 1 11 1 11
degree equal to deg g .1
Ž . b11 X  X X4Now we have A f s a Z g . In the new bases f , . . . , f and1 11 1 1 n
 X 4g , g , . . . , g , the matrix of A has only zeroes on the first row and1 2 m
Ž .column, except on the position 1, 1 , and the entry on this position is
b11 Ž . Ž .a Z , which has degree b deg Z s deg f y deg g F N. Now look11 11 1 1
at the remaining part of the matrix. Since the degrees are preserved for
the new bases, the result follows by induction on n, m.
LEMMA 2. Let R be a finitely generated algebra o¤er a field k of positi¤e
Ž .characteristic p, with dim R s n q 1. Let M be a finitely generated R-mod-
ule of dimension one. Assume there are x , . . . , x , z g R be such that R is1 n
w xmodule-finite o¤er the subalgebra k x , . . . , x , z , x , . . . , x , z are alge-1 n 1 n
Ž .braically independent o¤er k, and x , . . . , x g Ann M . If R is graded, take1 n
x , . . . , x , z to be a homogeneous system of parameters.1 n
eŽ .Then there exist constants C, a , a such that ;e ) 0, F M has a1 2
w x n npresentation as a k Z -module gi¤en by a matrix of size a q = a q , in1 2
Ž e.which the degree in Z of each entry is at most Cq q s p .
If moreo¤er R, M are graded and x , . . . , x , z are homogeneous, then the1 n
eŽ .presentation of F M satisfies the conditions in Lemma 1.
Proof. R is module-finite over the polynomial ring
w x w xR s k X , . . . , X , Z ( k x , . . . , x , z ;0 1 n 1 n
write
R e [ ??? [ R e0 1 0 s
R s ,² :r , . . . , r1 t
where r s Ý r e , with r g R .i j i j j i j 0
If M has a presentation over R given by a N = k matrix A, then
eŽ . eŽ .F M has a presentation given by the matrix F A in which every entry
of A is raised to the qth power.
eŽ .If f , . . . , f are the generators of M, then the generators of F M are1 N
Ž eŽ .1 m f , . . . , 1 m f recall that F M s S m M, where S is the R-algebra1 N
.obtained by the action of the Frobenius morphism on R ; if f , . . . , f are1 N
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homogeneous of degrees d , . . . , d , then 1 m f , . . . , 1 m f are homoge-1 N 1 N
neous of degrees qd , . . . , qd . To simplify notation, we shall write f X1 N j
instead of 1 m f .j
We can write
Rf X [ ??? [ Rf X1 NeF M s ,Ž . q q² :a , . . . , a1 k
where aq s ÝN aq f X, with a g R. In the graded case, all generators andi js1 i j j i j
relations are homogeneous.
q q eŽ .Since X , . . . , X kill F M , we can also write1 n
Rf X [ ??? [ Rf X F1 NeF M s s .Ž . X X X Xq q q q q q² :a , . . . , a , X f , . . . , X f , . . . , X f , . . . , X f G1 k 1 1 n 1 1 N n N
eŽ .In order to get a presentation of F M as an R -module, note that0
[R e f X0 i jX XF s Rf [ ??? [ Rf s ,X X X X1 N ² :r f , . . . , r f , . . . , r f , . . . , r f1 1 n 1 1 N n N
and as an R -submodule of F, G is generated by aqe , . . . , . . . , aq e , . . . ,0 1 1 k 1
. . . , aqe , . . . , . . . , aq e , and the X q f X e ’s, ;a , b , g .1 s k s a b g
In order for this to give a presentation over R , we need to express each0
aqe s Ýaq f Xe as an R -linear combination of the f Xe ’s; this can be donei t i j j t 0 j i
by writing each a as an R -linear combination of e ’s, and each e e si j 0 a a b
Ý s e , with s g R .g a bg g a bg 0
eŽ . q qSince F M is killed by X , . . . , X , we can give a presentation of it as1 n
an R -module, where1
w xk X , . . . , X , Z1 n
R s ,1 q qX , . . . , XŽ .1 n
Ž q q.by reducing all coefficients in R modulo X , . . . , X ,0 1 n
F X
eF M s ,Ž . XG
where F X s [R e f X, and GX is the submodule generated by1 i j
X X X X q q q qr f , . . . , r f , . . . , r f , . . . , r f , a e , . . . , a e , . . . , a e , . . . , a e ,1 1 n 1 1 N n N 1 1 k 1 1 s k s
q qwhere a e means that we first express a e as an R -linear combination ofi j i j 0
X Ž q q.the f e ’s, and then reduce each coefficient modulo X , . . . , X .i j 1 n
w xR is a finitely generated free k Z -module with basis1
X i1 ??? X in ‹ 0 F i , . . . , i - q . 41 n 1 n
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eŽ . w x XTo get a presentation for F M as a k Z -module, we need to express F ,
X w x X w xG as k Z -modules: F is the free k Z -module with basis
X i1 , . . . , X in e f X ‹ 0 F i , . . . , i - q ; 1 F i F s ; 1 F j F N , 41 n i j 1 n
X X w xand G is the submodule of F generated as a k Z -module by all
X i i q i i1 n 1 nr f X ??? X and a e X ??? X . We can writei j 1 n i j n
F e M s Coker A: G[t [ G[k “ F ,Ž . Ž .q1 q2 q
where F s F X,q
w x i1 i n XG s k Z X ??? X f ,[q1 1 n j
0Fi , . . . , i -q ; 1FjFN1 n
w x i1 i nG s k Z X ??? X e ,[q2 1 n j
0Fi , . . . , i -q ; 1FjFs1 n
and if we denote the generators in the ith copy of G , respectively G , byq1 q2
Ž i1 i n X. Ž i1 i n .X ??? X f , respectively X ??? X e , we have1 n j i 1 n j i
X Xi i i i1 n 1 nA X ??? X f s r X ??? X f ,Ž .ž /1 n j i 1 n ji
i i q i i1 n 1 nA X ??? X e s a e X ??? X ,Ž .ž /1 n j i j 1 ni
where the overline means that each product is represented as R -linear0
X Ž qcombination of e f ’s, and the coefficients are reduced modulo X , . . . ,i j 1
q.X , such that the result is in F .n q
n [t [k Ž . nNote that F has rank sNq , G [ G has rank tN q ks q , andq q1 q2
t, N, k, s, n are independent of q.
In the graded case, we have
deg A X i1 , . . . , X in f X s deg r q deg X i1 ??? X in f X , orŽ .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /1 n j i 1 n ji i
A X i1 ??? X in f X s 0,Ž .ž /1 n j i
and
deg A X i1 ??? X in e s deg aq q deg X i1 ??? X in e , orŽ .Ž . Ž .ž / ž /1 n j i 1 n ji i
A X i1 ??? X in e s 0.Ž .ž /1 n j i
In the general case, we need to keep track of the exponent on Z. The
Xi i1 nexponent on Z in r X ??? X f is bounded by the highest exponenti n j
appearing in the r ’s; call it c .i 1
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q i i1 nIn order to evaluate the exponent on Z in a e X ??? X , we need toi j 1 n
look at aqe , expressed as an R -linear combination of e f ’s.i j 0 t n
Recall that aq s Ýaq f X, with a g R; a s Ýa e with a g R ; theni i j j i j i j i jt t i jt 0
aq s Ýaq eq, and therefore aqe s Ýaq eqe f .i j i jt t i j iht t j h
For all t , let e p s Ý¤ e , with ¤ g R . Thent ta a ta 0
e p
2 s ¤ p e p s ¤ p ¤ e .Ý Ýt ta a ta a b b
a , b
If c is the highest exponent on Z appearing in the ¤ ’s, we can show by2 a b
induction on e that the exponents in the coefficients of e p
e
are boundedt
Ž ey1 ey2 . e Ž .by c p q p q ??? q1 F c p s c q, where c s c r p y 1 .2 3 3 3 2
Let b be the highest exponent in the a ’s and let b be the highest1 i jt 2
exponent in the s ’s, where e e s Ýs e , s g R . Then the exponenti jt i j i jt t i jt 0
on Z in aqe is bounded by qb q c q q b F Cq, where C s b q b q c .i j 1 3 2 1 2 3
Proof of Theorem. The first statement follows from the second.
Let x , . . . , x , z be a homogeneous system of parameters, with x , . . . ,1 n 1
Ž .x g Ann M .n
From the observation, it suffices to find c ) 0 such that for every
e eŽ . N cqq s p , y g F M , z y s 0 « z y s 0.
By Noether normalization, R is module-finite over the subalgebra
generated by x , . . . , x , z, which is isomorphic to the polynomial ring1 n
w xk X , . . . , X , Z . Write1 n
w x w xk X , . . . , X , Z e [ ??? [ k X , . . . , X , Z e1 n 1 1 n s
R s ,
r , . . . , rŽ .1 t
with e , . . . , e homogeneous, and r , . . . , r homogeneous relations in1 s 1 t
e , . . . , e . Let a be the degree of z, and let a , a , . . . , a be the degrees1 s 0 1 2 n
of x , . . . , x . Let f , . . . , f be homogeneous generators for M. Then1 n 1 N
X X Ž X .f , . . . , f as in the proof of the previous lemma, f s 1 m f are homoge-1 N j j
eŽ . Ž . Ž .neous generators for F M , of degrees equal to q deg f , . . . , q deg f .1 N
q q ŽLet a , . . . , a be homogeneous relations among these generators as in1 k
. Ž . Ž Ž ..the proof of Lemma 2 . Let a s max a , r s max deg r , e si i
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. w xmax deg e , a s max deg a , f s max deg f . Consider k Z with thei i i
grading obtained by deg Z s a .0
w x  i1Let F be the free graded k Z -module on the generators X , . . . ,q 1
in X4X e f , with 0 F i , . . . , i - q, 1 F i F s, 1 F j F N. The degrees ofn i j 1 n
these generators are
0 F a i q ??? qa i q deg e q q deg f F a nq q e q qf .Ž . Ž .1 1 n n i j
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eŽ . w xBy Lemma 2, we know that F M has a presentation as a k Z -module
given by a matrix
A: G[t [ G[k “ F ,q1 q2 q
where G , G are as in the proof of Lemma 2.q1 q2
Apply Lemma 1 with F s G[t [ G[k, G s F . The proof of Lemma 2q1 q2 q
also shows that the N ’s we use in Lemma 1 are in the seti
deg r , . . . , deg r , q deg a , . . . , q deg a . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 t 1 k
Therefore N F r q aq, where r and a are constants, depending only on R
and M.
Lemma 1 shows that the degrees of the entries in the diagonal form of
the matrix are bounded by
N q na q q e q qf F na q a q f q q r q e,Ž .
ŽŽ .and therefore the exponents on Z are bounded by na q a q f q q r q
.e ra which is a linear function of q.0
But if these degrees are b , . . . , b , we have1 l
w x w xk Z k Z
e w xF M s free k Z y module [ [ ??? [ ,Ž . Ž . b b1 1Z ZŽ . Ž .
and hence this bound also bounds the power of Z that is needed to kill the
eŽ .Z-torsion in F M .
The following observation is the best result we know so far in the
Ž .non-graded case, and was first proved by P. Roberts unpublished using
very different methods. The proof we present here is more elementary.
PROPOSITION 2. Let R be a finitely generated algebra o¤er a field k of
characteristic p ) 0, and let M be a finitely generated one-dimensional R-mod-
Ž . Ž .ule. Then for e¤ery maximal ideal m g Supp M , if d s dim R , there is am
e Bq d 0Ž eŽ ..constant B such that ;q s p , m kills H F M .m m
Ž .Proof. Since dim R s d, we may choose f g R_ m such thatm
Ž . Ž . Ž .dim R s d. Indeed, if dim R s d, we are done; if dim R ) d, then forf
Ž . Ž .any P g Min R with dim RrP ) d, we have P o m. Choose f in all1
Ž . Ž .such P but not in m; then dim R - dim R ; replace R by R , andf f1 1
continue until the condition is satisfied.
Ž .Let I s Ann M . By Noetherian normalization, we can pick x , . . . ,1
w xx g I, z g m, such that R is module-finite over k x , . . . , x , z .dy1 1 dy1
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eŽ . w xBy Lemma 2, we have a presentation of F M as a k z -module, given
by a matrix A in which the degree of each entry is bounded by Cq, where
Ž .C is a constant independent of q . We also know that the size of this
matrix is a q dy1 = a q dy1, where a , a are constants.1 2 1 2
The matrix A is row and column equivalent to a diagonal matrix, in
which the nonzero diagonal entry on the ith row and column is
gcd all minors of size iŽ .
,
gcd all minors of size i y 1Ž .Ž .
and obviously has degree at most Ciq.
Ž .Let a s max a , a . Then the degrees of the diagonal entries are1 2
bounded by Caqd; let BX s Ca.
BX q d eŽ .This shows that the z kills the z-torsion of F M ; hence it kills the
eŽ . eŽ . 0Ž eŽ ..z-torsion of F M s F M , which is exactly H F M . Thereforem m m m
Bq d 0Ž eŽ ..there is a constant B such that m kills H F M .m m
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